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TEAR DOWN THAT WALL!
This morning, I received a phone
call from a business colleague with
whom I have forged a friendship.
During the call, she informed
me about her recent illness and
shared the challenges that she
endured. After hearing about
her suffering and subsequent
recovery, I said, “Oh honey, I’m so
happy that you’re feeling better.”
After my statement, there was
a moment of silence after which
she replied, “Please don’t call me
honey … it’s very condescending!”
With those words there was a
noticeable shift in her persona.
I must admit … her response
took me by surprise, which was
probably evident by my silence.
The voice in my head screamed,
“What the heck just happened?
Why were my well-intended
wishes met with scorn?” I had no
idea what elicited her response.
I often refer to those with
whom I feel close as “honey” or
“sweetie”, but it is never said
disrespectfully and is always an
expression of affection.
Respecting
her
feelings,
I
apologized and asked what
prompted her reaction. She
explained that she had many
painful experiences in which she
was referred to as “honey” in a
disparaging way. She said that
the expression always hurt her
and that no one ever said it with
kindness. The word was a pain
trigger so she built a wall.
We have life experiences that
stir up emotions and drive our
reactions. And when pain is
present, it is a natural response
to self protect and block out

any possible source. But what
happens when this becomes our
modus operandi?
Sometimes
these
walls
of
protection are useful, however,
they can, over time, act like shells
that block out happiness.
This woman in an attempt to
eliminate the negative, the bad
experience, also blocked out the
good, the kindness, the love. By
asking me (any probably many
others) to stop offering her
affection, she barred affection
from entering her life. And,
without the good, she is left with
only the bad. This is something
many do in one way or another!
We all have been hurt and have
felt pain. But, every time we
build a wall in self-preservation
to keep us safe, we stop the
positive from entering, too. We
keep ourselves so insulated that
nothing penetrates the exterior.
In our attempt to stay safe, we
stay isolated. And, that is no way
to live.
It’s not easy to tear down our
wall, especially after being hurt.
But, it is a necessity if we are to
live life to the fullest. Isolating,
keeping affection from entering,
blocking kindness and love, only
leads to more misery.
Isn’t it time to tear down your
wall? It won’t be easy. It will
be a laborious task sometimes
requiring outside assistance.
But, brick by brick you can
remove the barrier. And who
knows, you just might be able to
use the pile of stone to build a
foundation for something solid
and welcoming.
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ON THE COVER
DR.DIANA KIRSCHNER

Imagine breaking free of self-doubt or self-criticism. Imagine liberating yourself from
fears. Imagine being able to feel confident, attractive, happy, and loved. Dr. Diana
Kirschner says that you don’t need to imagine these things because it’s possible to
shed self-sabotage and become your Diamond Self – that person you were as a young
child when you were connected to your joyful inner spirit. Dr. Diana is a dating and
relationship expert who has appeared on Oprah and starred in a PBS Special. Her new
book is The Diamond Self Secret: Say Goodbye to Your Inner Critic & Hello to SelfAcceptance, Serenity, & Lasting Love. She also authored Love in 90 Days.

L I STEN TO D r . Di a n a ON CYACYL :
https://youtu.be/BbGIeEabLas
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THE FIRST STEP TO YOUR BEST HEALTH: A KITCHEN MAKEOVER

Dr. Hyman, over and over I find myself
making unhealthy choices,” a reader
writes. “Even while I am at home, I reach
for something that I know is going to make
me feel like crap. When dinner time comes
around, I get so overwhelmed and end up
making pasta or pizza. Please help me make
better decisions about what I put into my
body.”
This is a challenge that so many of us deal
with on a day to day basis, and the only
way around it is to do a kitchen makeover.
Bringing fresh energy and fresh food into
the kitchen and purging it of all of the foods
and items that make us sick and unhealthy
is an important step to making better
choices and overcoming food cravings and
addictions.
The cure for what ails us — both in our
bodies and in our nation — can be found
in the kitchen. It is a place to rebuild
community and connection, strengthen
bonds with family and friends, teach lifegiving skills to our children, and enrich and
nourish our bodies and souls.
We need to break the addiction cycle and
halt your cravings – likely the same cravings
that have sabotaged your weight loss
efforts in the past. Why not stack the odds
in your favor by removing the items that
have kept you trapped, sick and miserable?
Or, to put that a better way: Why not set
yourself up for optimal success by making
your kitchen a happy, hopeful place filled
only with vibrant, real, whole foods that will
nourish your body and genuinely feed your
soul?
If you make your kitchen a safe zone, with
only foods that nourish rather than harm,
then you will automatically make the right
choices. If you fill it with crap, you will eat
crap, no matter how much willpower you
have.
How to Purge Your Kitchen
Here are my four easy-to-follow steps to
start your purge:
Step 1: Reclaim your kitchen by replacing
anything that is questionable with real, fresh,

whole foods without labels. A fresh
avocado or a kiwi doesn’t come with
a nutrition facts label or a bar code or
an ingredient list. The questionable
items are those that come in boxes,
jars, cans and other packaging. In
other words, most convenience foods.
It’s important to first shift your focus
away from the often misleading
nutrition “facts” list (which is mostly
designed and developed under
huge food industry lobby efforts to
confuse and confound your efforts
to eat healthy) and instead rely on
the ingredients list. When reading
through the ingredients, look for
items that you don’t recognize, can’t
pronounce, are listed in Latin or aren’t

items you would normally have in your
cupboard.
Beware of foods with health claims on
the labels. These claims usually signal
a marketing ploy to make you think
they’re good for you when they’re
really just healthy pretenders. Things
like sports beverages, energy bars and
even multigrain breads (which often
contain high fructose corn syrup) fall
into this category.
Step 2: Now, you’ll want to remove
ALL of the junk. This includes any
food which contains added sugar,
refined and processed flours and all
processed foods. Even seemingly safe
foods like spices and seasonings

can contain maltodextrin, autolyzed yeast
extract and even high fructose corn syrup
that have no place in a healthy kitchen.
Scrutinize everything!
Step 3: Remove all bad fats. The wrong
fats can wreak serious metabolic havoc.
Toss out any highly refined cooking oils
such as corn and soy, fried foods you
may have stored in your freezer and
margarine or shortening. These products
have dangerous trans fats that create
inflammation and cause heart disease.
Scour labels for the words “hydrogenated
fat” (another phrase for trans fat), which
has finally been declared not safe for
consumption by the FDA.
Step 4: Throw out food with artificial
sweeteners of all kinds (aspartame,
NutraSweet, Splenda, sucralose, and
sugar alcohols — any word that ends with
“ol,” like xylitol or sorbitol). Stevia may
be better than aspartame but only whole
plant extract, not Pure Via and Truvia
brands, which are made by Pepsi and Coke
and are chemical extracts of stevia. And
when using whole plant extract stevia, use
it sparingly. A new non-caloric sweetener
that comes from monk fruit that is rich
in antioxidants can also be used in small
amounts. But remember, any sweetener
can cause you to be hungry, lower your
metabolism, create gas and store belly fat.

Don’t just tuck all of these toxic foods
away – toss them into the garbage! We’re
going to quickly and easily replace them
with delicious, healthy alternatives that will
leave you more than satisfied.
Stock Up On the Right Foods
Next, you’ll want to fill your fridge with
plenty of beautiful vegetables, fruits,
healthy proteins and fats. You’ll also want
to keep plenty of healthy snacks around in
case you ever run into a food emergency.
Instead of reaching for sugary, processed
snacks, you can reach for nourishing ones
like nuts and seeds, dips and veggies, fresh
fruit and more.
Focus on non-starchy veggies. These are
things like broccoli, kale, tomatoes, bok
choy, peppers, asparagus, cauliflower and
so much more! Eat as many as you like!
Limit fruits because they increase your
insulin levels. Berries are your best bet.
When possible, choose organic, seasonal
and local produce.
Stock up on dry foods. These staples
usually have a longer shelf life and include
raw or lightly roasted nuts and seeds,
legumes, quinoa, and gluten-free grains.
Include herbs, spices and seasonings.
You’ll want to have a range of pantry

ingredients, including seasonings and
spices, on hand. Buy organic when you
can. Because you only use a little of some
of these, they tend to last a long time so
you get a lot of value from them. Among
my favorites include extra-virgin olive oil,
extra-virgin coconut butter, sea salt, black
peppercorns, and seasonings and spices
like oregano, cayenne pepper, garlic and
more. Just read all of the labels to ensure
the products don’t contain hidden sugar,
gluten or other problematic additives.
Keep your fridge and freezer stocked
with protein. Check out the Environmental
Working Group’s, Meat Eater’s Guide, to
choose meat that’s good for you and good
for the planet. Optimal protein choices
include: boneless, skinless chicken and
turkey breasts; ground chicken and turkey;
grass-fed beef, lamb and bison; pastured
omega-3 eggs; whole forms of non-GMO
soy food like tofu, tempeh and glutenfree miso; and wild seafood like sardines,
salmon, herring, flounder, clams and more.
Avoid those fish that are high in mercury
such as tuna, swordfish and Chilean sea
bass.
Get Inspired. Eating food that is good
for you is not about feeling deprived. If
you choose the right foods and the right
recipes, you can reap the benefits of a
healthy lifestyle without feeling denied.

Mark Hyman, MD, is the medical director at Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional Medicine, the founder of The UltraWellness Center,
and a 10-time #1 New York Times Bestselling author. www.DrHyman.com
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CHOOSE TO REMEMBER THE LIGHT

Have you ever had appear in your mind
the image of someone who hurt you,
or run a whole mental movie about
something that didn’t work out, so that
in recalling the event you actually relived
the sense of loss? How does such a
painful image seem to stay in the mind,
especially given the fact of how much
we struggle to make it go away? We all
know how it feels to try and “fix” such
visitations, where we dream up a new
solution, tell ourselves what we should
have said, hope that something we can
think of will make it go away. Of course
none of these answers work for one very
good reason. Here is the key to unlocking
this continuing conflict.

Guy Finley

CHOOSE TO
REMEMBER
THE LIGHT

These unwanted images return again
and again as they do because something
within us keeps recalling them and
drawing them to the forefront of our
mind. Perhaps your reaction to this lesson
is something like: “Impossible! How can
that be true since all I want is to free
myself of their painful presence?” The
answer is self-evident, even though our
present senses dictate otherwise.
Since the truth is we do not have to
share a single moment with the memory
of anything that we don’t want to, this

means there is something in our present
nature that wants to recall painful past
experiences. Such new self-knowledge
lends us the light we need to make
higher choices for ourselves, based in
conscious awareness.
Now we can choose to remember what it
is that we want to! In other words, rather
than allowing ourselves to be drawn
into battle with unwanted thoughts or
feelings that appear by themselves within
our heart and mind, we can do something
completely new. We can choose not to
focus on what these troubled states want
us to; we know that’s the road to ruin.
Instead we will choose to remember what
it is that we want above all else – the Light
of Truth that not only reveals what has
been hurting us, but that frees us from
these unconscious conditions at the same
time.
The wise ones have always taught the
great gift of remembering the Living
Light and the practice of placing
ourselves in its presence before we
embrace anything else.
Of course the elevated nature of this kind
of remembrance in the face of our trials
requires our deliberate and conscious

CHOOSE TO REMEMBER THE LIGHT

willing of it; but, to paraphrase St.
Augustine, “My remembrance of thee is
truly an effect of thee remembering me.”
Which means that everything about reality
is already set up to help us succeed with
our new aim.
So, in that same moment when you realize
that something painful from your past has
again pressed its way into you, holding
you hostage to a hated image or painful
regret, here is what to do: right there,
right in that Now, instead of capitulating
into that familiar state of feeling yourself
to be a captive of what this pain tells you
that you must remember (along with all
of its suggested solutions for ending the
suffering), you choose to remember the
Light. Here is a quick look at what this new
inner action entails.
Instead of being drawn into a struggle with
that unwanted sense of conflict, complete
with its cast of supporting characters drawn
from your past, intentionally withdraw your
attention from that stage show. And at the
same time as you close the curtain on it,
bring all of your reclaimed attention into
the Now. Come awake to the sense of your
own physical body. Observe what thoughts
and feelings are pressing themselves into
your awareness and, while working in

the Now, welcome into you a conscious
remembrance of the Light, of the whole
truth as best you understand it.
For instance you might work to remember
the Living Light that has no burden,
as opposed to identifying with an old
bitterness that is itself the burden it always
blames on others. The key, regardless
of one’s individual approach, is to make
interior effort based upon bringing
your new self-knowledge into a willing
watchfulness. To help get you started, here
are a few other suggestions.
When an angry thought flashes in your
mind, accompanied by the fiery sensations
born of recalling some injustice done to
you in the past, instead of remembering
the resentments this little image stirs in
you, turn the tables on it. Bring its little
troubled life into your remembrance of that
greater presence within you that dwells
well beyond its punishing power. Work like
this whenever you can and, like a pebble
tossed into a deep pond, the ripple effects
of that past pain will simply disappear into
the healing nature of the Now. Instead of
a life of endless resistance, you will learn
the timeless secret of how to replace any
form of darkness with the Light you have
chosen over it.

Choose to remember the Light. Let it fight
for you. Not only will this Living Intelligence
lift you above the fray of all that should be
forgotten, but it also will guide you back
home to a timeless place in yourself where
the past no longer dwells.
Excerpted from Let Go and Live in the
Now, Red Wheel/Weiser, Boston.

“...the great gift
of remembering
the Living Light
and the practice of
placing ourselves
in its presence
before we embrace
anything else.”

Guy Finley is the best-selling author of more than 40 books and audio albums on self-realization. He is the founder and director of Life of
Learning Foundation, a nonprofit center for self-study located in southern Oregon. www.guyfinley.org.

Steve Goodier

WHEN YOU SAY
“I LOVE YOU”

Just as the delivery van pulled away from
the florist, the manager came running out.
There was a cancellation on one of the
orders, and he needed it back.
“Which one?” asked the driver.
“The one that reads ‘Darling, I will love you
forever.’”
They wanted it back? What happened to I’ll
love you forever?
When we “fall in love,” who doesn’t feel
that it will last forever? But we change. And
as we do, our love changes, too.
Do you remember the touching interchange
between Tevye and Golde in the musical
Fiddler on the Roof?
“Do you love me?” Tevye asked his wife.
“Do I what?” Golde responded.
“Do you love me?”
“Do I love you? With our daughters getting
married and this trouble in the town, you
are upset, you are worn out, go inside, go
lie down, maybe its indigestion.”
“Golde, I’m asking you a question. Do you
love me?”
“You’re a fool.”
“I know, but do you love me?”
“For twenty-five years I’ve washed your
clothes, cooked your meals, cleaned your

house, given you children, milked the
cow. After 25 years, why speak of love
right now? I’m your wife,” she said.
“But do you love me?”
Now Golde becomes reflective. “For
25 years I’ve lived with him, fought
with him, starved with him. Twenty-five
years my bed is his. If that’s not love,
what is?”
“Then you love me?”
“I suppose I do.”
“It’s nice to know.”
And it IS nice to know, for 25 years is
a long time. Time enough for things to
change. Time enough to quit.
My wife and I were married when we were
young. And I have to say, I don’t love her
like I used to. I’ve changed, and so has
she. Enough years will do that. We’ve
been through ups and downs. We grew
older. And I my feelings for her grew
older, too.
The relationship feels more secure now. I
think it is a better love than years ago –
more enduring. More solid. Like the two
of us, our love grew up.
And maybe she could live the rest of
her life without saying, “I love you.”
I know how she feels. But she says
it anyway.
And it’s nice to know.

Steve Goodier is an ordained minister and author of several books. He writes a blog and syndicated newspaper column, publishes a
weekly newsletter and contributes regularly to periodicals and personal growth websites. He believes that our lives can be lived fully
and each of us can make a positive difference in our world. www.LifeSupportSystem.com

Donna Ciccone, LCSW

GROW YOUR
MINDSET

GROW YOUR MINDSET

Did you know that more than anything
else your mindset in life dictates how
successful and happy you can be? Attitude
is everything! Where there’s a will there’s
a way and if you create a goal, put in the
hard work and believe it will happen then
it probably will!
If you have a fixed mindset you believe
that intelligence is fixed, which leads to
a tendency to give up easily and avoid
challenges. If you have a growth mindset,
you believe that intelligence can be
developed, so you embrace challenges,
learn from criticism and persist when
things get tough.
Recent research in neuroplasticity, which
is the brain’s ability to adapt to a changing
environment, tells us that we can build
new neural connections by challenging
ourselves to learn new things, essentially
by “exercising” our brain. As a result, we
can create the possibility of enhancing
our performance and excelling in any area
that we choose.
Here are six ways to grow your mindset:
Be coachable. As long as you trust the
person who is giving you feedback, be as
open as you can to constructive criticism.
No one is perfect and we all need more
information and instruction when we’re
pushing ourselves to be our best.
Think glass half full instead of glass half
empty. Highlighting the positives goes

a long way. There’s always something
positive, no matter what the situation,
even if you can’t see it at the time. It’s
okay to acknowledge the negatives, but
focusing too much on them drains our
energy when we can be directing that
energy towards positive action steps
and achieving our goals.
Be mindful of your self-talk. When you
find your thoughts to be pessimistic
replace them with more positive
optimistic thoughts. Remember, we
bring about what we think about, so
next time you think, “I can’t do this”
counter it with, “what resources do I
have and what can I do?”
Acknowledge and express your
emotions. Our emotions affect our
thoughts and vice versa, so managing
our emotions is of utmost importance
if we want to stay in a growth mindset.
When we’re under pressure, we are in a
highly charged emotional state and we
tend to think negatively, which serves as
a self-protective mechanism. Emotions
are energy in motion and will dissipate
fairly quickly if we simply let ourselves
experience whatever we’re feeling in the
moment instead of resisting. The better
we can manage our emotions the more
control we have over our thoughts.
See
everything
as
a
learning
experience. As difficult as it may be
at times, be open to learning whatever
you can about your experience. Pay

attention to the information that the
situation is showing you and use it to
propel yourself forward. When things
get tough and you get discouraged
remember everything is temporary and
be assured that the difficult moment will
pass.
Adjust your expectations. When
things aren’t going as planned it
doesn’t necessarily mean you’ve failed.
When you see failure as an end to a
process, you throw your power away
and become a victim and that’s just not
necessary. You probably already know
this from experience, but sometimes
the best ideas and results come about
during times when we struggle and are
having some difficulty. Be open to all
possibilities.
So, next time you’re at an impasse or
you experience your next roadblock,
you may automatically think, “I have so
many limitations” or “why should I even
try?” Instead think, “what resources do
I have” and “what can I do” and allow
yourself to be open to the wonder and
beauty of “all things are possible.”
So, next time you’re at an impasse or
you experience your next roadblock,
you may automatically think, “I have so
many limitations” or “why should I even
try?” Instead think, “what resources do
I have” and “what can I do” and allow
yourself to be open to the wonder and
beauty of “all things are possible.”

Donna Ciccone is a psychotherapist, life coach and energy therapist with a private practice in Montclair, NJ. She specializes in traditional
and nontraditional approaches to healing mind, body and soul. Her passion is to support her clients in overcoming life’s tough challenges, connect deeply with themselves and live an inspired and fulfilling life! www.donnaciccone.com.
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS…
ARE YOU

Lorraine Maita, MD

IS IT
MANOPAUSE
OR MIDLIFE
CRISIS?

What’s it all about? You enter midlife and
assess where you are at and where you are
going. We can sometimes set Hollywood
style expectations for ourselves. In an
hour or two someone becomes the hero,
gets the girl, makes the big deal, or gets
recognition for their accomplishments and
hard work. Life is not that simple. So what
happens in mid-life?
Men tell me, they feel listless or restless
and they just don’t feel like themselves.
Some try to drive themselves or satisfy their
unease by buying a fast car, having an affair,
or some other means to feel like a man.
Could it be manopause?
On examination, some are developing
breasts, have less strength, and carry their
weight in their belly. They complain of
tiredness, lack of energy, reduced strength,
and frailty, loss of libido, decreased sexual
performance, depression and mood
change. Any or all of these factors drives
men to seek help or solace through their
behaviors. Testing testosterone levels
reveals many men have low levels. Total
testosterone levels fall at an average of
1.6 percent per year while the free and
bioavailable levels fall by 2 percent –3
percent per year.
Testosterone is the hormone that makes
men who they are. Aside from sexual and
reproductive development and desire,

it increases muscle and bone mass and is
essential for health and well-being as well as
preventing osteoporosis. It has a profound
effect on mental and physical energy.
Many people fear that taking hormones
increases the risk of cancer and there is a lot
of bad press associated with inappropriate
use. The most recent and reliable
studies have shown that testosterone
does not cause prostate cancer. One
recent study showed shown conflicting
results concerning the importance of
testosterone in maintaining cardiovascular
health. However, normal testosterone
levels in elderly men has been shown
to improve many parameters which are
thought to reduce cardiovascular disease,
risk such as increased lean body mass,
decreased visceral fat mass, decreased
total cholesterol, and blood sugar control.
The best way to determine if your
symptoms are related to low testosterone
is to measure your level. If low, discuss
the findings with a knowledgeable health
care professional and educate yourself
on the risks and benefits. The American
Society of Andrology’s position is that,
“testosterone
replacement
therapy
in aging men is indicated when both
clinical symptoms and signs suggestive
of androgen deficiency and decreased
testosterone levels are present.” There is
no need for man to pause in midlife – you
can go full speed ahead.

Dr. Maita is a recognized and award-winning holistic, functional and anti aging physician and author. She transforms people’s lives by
getting to the root cause of illness using the best of science and nature. Her approach is personalized, precision medicine where you are
treated as the unique individual you are. www.HowToLiveYounger.com
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EXERCISE FOR
HEART HEALTH

EXERCISE FOR A HEALTHY HEART

February is American Heart month and as
such this article serves as a guide to ensure
proper heart health via regular exercise.
Heart disease is the number one killer
of women causing one in three deaths
per year. Forty-four million women are
affected by heart disease with fewer
survivors than men after an initial heart
attack. These statistics are alarming yet
only 56 percent of women in a major
study by the American Heart Association
identified heart disease as the leading
cause of death. Eighty percent of heart
disease may be prevented by lifestyle
changes.
What Is Coronary Heart Disease?
Heart disease affects the blood vessels and
cardiovascular system. A condition known
as atherosclerosis, develops when plaque
builds up in the walls of the arteries. This
narrowing of arteries makes it difficult
for blood to flow. If a blood clot forms, it
can stop the blood flow causing a heart
attack or stroke. This is only one form, and
heart disease may appear in other forms:
heart failure, heart valve malfunction and
arrhythmia or abnormal heart rhythm, for
example.
What Are the Signs and Symptoms?
The symptoms of a heart attack are
not limited to the typical signs of chest
pain and shortness of breath. Particularly
in women, sweating, pressure, fullness,
nausea and jaw pain may occur.
Other symptoms include back, neck,
arm, or stomach pain in addition to
lightheadedness. Many women dismiss
symptoms as the flu, stress or simply
having a bad day. If you experience
any of the warning signs pay attention
to your body’s whispers so you never
have to here it scream. Ignoring signs
and symptoms may be a matter of life
and death, as the first seconds during a
heart attack are critical with regard to life
saving techniques.

How to Prevent Coronary Heart Disease?
Changing lifestyles is the key to preventing
heart disease. Quit smoking, manage
blood sugar, check and maintain blood
pressure, lower cholesterol, understand
family history and risks, exercise and stay
active, lose weight and eat healthy.
Exercise for Heart Health
Some risk factors are not within our
control such as genetics, age and gender;
however, so many are within our control
such as, maintaining regular exercise and
physical activity. Exercise is essential to
maintain a healthy heart. Why? Our bodies
are designed to be physically active, not
sedentary. Lack of physical activity and
exercise is a major controllable risk factor
for heart disease. In 2013 the American
Heart Association released this statement:
“Exercise can be viewed as a preventive
medical treatment, like a pill, that should be
taken on an almost daily basis.”
The benefits of exercise for heart health
include: improving fat levels and cholesterol,
reducing blood pressure and inflammation
in the arteries, weight loss, keeping blood
vessels flexible and open, strengthening the
heart muscle to pump blood and oxygen
more efficiently, reduction in stress and
diabetes risk. Any aerobic activity such as
walking, jogging, cycling, tennis, elliptical,
running, stepping, swimming, in addition to
strength training activities, is beneficial to
heart health.
For overall cardiovascular health, schedule
at least 30 minutes of moderate intensity
aerobic activity at least five days per week
or 150 minutes of total exercise. Another
option is at least 25 minutes of vigorous
activity at least three days per week or 75
minutes of total exercise. A combination of
moderate and vigorous activity each week is
an alternative. In addition, moderate to high
intensity muscle strengthening activity at
least two days per week is recommended.
To lower blood pressure and cholesterol

an average of 40 minutes of moderate to
vigorous intensity aerobic activity three
to four times per week is recommended
according to the American Heart
Association and the American College of
Sports Medicine.
Along with the aforementioned exercises
for heart health, there are more options.
Basically, physical activity of any type
is better than no activity for the heart.
Activity such as, yoga, gardening, at home
exercises, exercise for bone density, body
weight training, boxing, and any activity
that elevates heart rate and breathing will
benefit the function of the heart.
Go Red Get Fit
The American Heart Association has a Go
Red for women program aimed at helping
grow awareness in the prevention and
treatment of heart disease in women. There
are engaging initiatives and challenges
to keep healthy living fun and fresh. The
quarterly fitness challenges are a great way
to motivate you to maintain healthy lifestyle
habits. For example, the first quarter
challenge was to increase steps to 10,000
per day and reduce sugar consumption
to 24 grams per day or the equivalent of
one container of yogurt or glass of juice.
Each quarter another challenge is created
motivating you to stay fit for heart health.
The below link has a plethora of information
on heart health, the Go Red program, and
awareness of your risk for this number one
killer. Visit https://www.goredforwomen.
org/goredgetfit/ for more information.
There are so many things we cannot control;
however, choosing to exercise for heart
health is within our control, and must be
scheduled as any other task each day to
ensure sustainability. Contact a physician
and an exercise professional to help create
a program that is easy to apply and sustain,
as it becomes a part of your lifestyle. Avoid
becoming an alarming statistic and exercise
your way to heart health.

Marianne Morano, MS, ACSM, CWC, has 25 years of experience in the health/fitness/wellness/disease prevention industry and as
Professor and Chairperson of the Department of Health & Exercise Science. She is certified as a Clinical Exercise Physiologist and
Wellness Coach. Advisory boards include Cancer Schmancer, East Stroudsburg University, Health & Wellness Committee for Morris
County Chamber of Commerce and CYACYL. www.fitorwhat.com

The saying, “Let food be thy medicine”
by Hippocrates, has been circulating
around the globe for thousands of years,
as a school of thought regarding the
relationship of food and the body. Some
people believe in the concept of food as
medicine, while others cast it aside in favor
of science and modern medicine. However,
I believe we are coming to a point in time
when food will once again be a legitimate
form of healing, and used widely as the
primary form of medicine.

Caryn O’Sullivan, INHC

FOOD FOR
HEALING

As a food therapist and health coach, I have
studied the relationship between food and
the body, and how to use specific foods
to promote healing within the body. As a
former sufferer of adrenal fatigue, chronic
inflammation, gut issues, migraines and
more, I also have first-hand experience of
how what you eat affects your body. After
years of suffering with mystery conditions
and borderline autoimmune symptoms, I
(with the help of an amazing doctor) was

able to piece my life back together – and
food was a big part of my healing.
Our culture today likes to break food down
into separate micro and macro nutrients,
paying attention more to the individual
components of each food item, rather
than looking at the bigger picture. We
eat tomatoes for lycopene, because we
are told it will fight free radicals in the
body; oranges for vitamin C, and dairy for
calcium. While understanding the benefits
of food is certainly valuable, this scientific
analysis of everything we eat has separated
us from the complete picture of our food
and how what we eat influences our health,
mood, relationship with the earth, and with
others.
Whether you are aware of it or not,
everything you eat has an impact on your
body – good or bad. Through the food that
we eat, the body is instructed to promote
healing and balance, or inflammation

and disease. The body is given what it is
needed to be calm and relaxed, or stressed
and agitated.
When food is viewed as medicine, an
amazing shift occurs. Whole foods like fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, nuts and seeds,
etc. become more than their scientifically
defined nutrients, and are appreciated for
their healing properties and energy. In a
culture that is run-down, constantly stressed
and ill, we need to look to these energygiving, life-giving sources of food in order
to healthfully thrive. Eating a diet rich in
sugar and processed foods will not do this.
However, the science of eating confuses
us daily with its charts, pyramids,
recommendations and indexes. For
instance, these charts villainize high-sugar
fruits, like dates, bananas or pineapple,
while being told that candy or processed
foods are ok because they are lower on the
glycemic index. Yet, the sugar in a date is
so different than the sugar in a candy bar;

thus the energy you receive from these two
foods differs completely.
Science may break this down on the glycemic
scale to be nearly comparable, citing that
sugar is sugar, but that date will offer you
vital energy in nutrients like dietary fiber,
tannins, Vitamin A, potassium, antioxidant
flavonoids such as beta-carotene, lutein, and
zeaxanthin, (which are anti-inflammatory
and anti-aging), iron, calcium, magnesium,
manganese and copper, while your candy
bar will offer you nothing but empty calories
and inflammation.
Your body knows what to do with the sugar
in the date, because it comes in whole
form, with the whole package. That candy
bar, however, is so processed and broken
apart, your body cannot recognize it as real
food and it becomes harmful to the body.
Over time, eating a lot of processed, sugary
foods can lead to inflammatory conditions
that contribute to chronic illness.

As I said in the beginning, I believe we are
coming to a point in time when food will
once again be a legitimate form of healing,
and used widely as the primary form of
medicine.
Many people are suffering
from chronic illness and many more deal
with autoimmune disorders, allergies and
gastrointestinal issues on a daily basis; and
they want answers and healing. If you suffer
from any of these, take a look at your diet.
Are you eating enough fruits and vegetables
to promote healing? Do you eat a lot of
processed foods or low quality meats? How
much sugar do you consume daily? Rather
than jump from one mystery diagnosis to
the next, take charge of your health and get
into the kitchen!
What you eat will promote health or
contribute to dis-ease. You make that
choice daily, with every meal. Let food be
your medicine every day. Your body will
thank you.

Caryn O’Sullivan is an Integrative Nutrition Health Coach, Food Therapist and founder of Appetites for Life. She supports women who
struggle with low energy, weight management, cravings and body image with a 5–step program that teaches how to tune-into your
body, tune-up your health, and tap into the power of food. www.appetitesforlife.com
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DOWNLOADING BUDDHA

“The crush of
technology
drives us to make
instant decisions
and follow our
short-term animal
instincts.”

Sheila Robinson-Kiss

DOWNLOADING
BUDDHA

When a few key strokes on a computer
could get a naked man to your front
door faster than an overnight package
shipped by UPS, that’s the exact moment
we crossed over into dangerous territory.
Technology is a wonderful thing, but blind
worship of it is not advisable.
All things are possible with God and a
high speed modem. This statement sums
up the philosophy and sentiments of the
empowerment age in its entirety. The 14
years between 1978 and 1992 ushered
in a silent killer where relationships are
concerned. It is known as the Age of
Empowerment. The Age of Empowerment
crept in with the stealth of a panther
and the lethal punch of a dose of carbon
monoxide. The Age of Empowerment was
born when the self-liberation movement
of the 1970’s meandered into the deep
stream of the computer age, which peaked
when the internet officially caught fire in
the early to middle 90’s.
The swift evolution of technology not
only changed how we live day to day,
it changed our minds — and not an I’d
rather eat a salad instead of a pizza sort

of way. This was a serious change. This
evolution of technology has actually
changed our brains and how we relate to
one another. We process payroll grocery
shopping and relationships differently
today — much more differently than ever
before. Human beings are vulnerable
to technology because in the hurried,
complex world in which we live, we’re
desperate for anything to make it easier of
better.
In the book, Wait; The Useful Art of
Procrastination, Professor Frank Partnoy
reminds us that, “The crush of technology
drives us to make instant decisions and
follow our short-term animal instincts.” I
want it fast, and I want it now!
No matter how sharp the cutting edge
of a designed technology, it will never
be a match for the intricate web of
human relationships spun by emotions.
Technology is advancing, and that fast track
has now become an ultra-speed, 22- lane
highway. And with all that speed, there is
a naturally occurring expectation that the
things we want should and will come faster
and easier.

DOWNLOADING BUDDHA

In just about every nook, cranny, and
watering hole of life, there is someone,
somewhere, looking for the quick and
easy. The Pew Research Center’s Internet
and American Life Project summed up
their findings on the chronically plugged
in and technologically-connected state
of the world with a simple warning:
negative effects include a need for instant
gratification and a loss of patience. We can
get so much of everything easily these days
that convenience is no longer considered
a pleasantry of life; it’s an expectation – a
necessity.
The real threat presented by technology is
we have come to use it more and more as
if it’s the only means and the best means of
staying connected. As a tool, the greatest
danger technology poses to human beings
is it allows us to move farther and farther
away from human-to-human contact with
increased speed and ease. In this way we
are degrading the gift of physicality given
to us by God.
Your physical existence is a gift and
considered a rather big deal by those
beyond the earthly realm. There is a

process, unparalleled in the universe that
unfolds when humans connect to each
other face to face, eye to eye, and skin to
skin. The true connection happens on the
soul and cellular level. There is power in
being in another’s presence. You see, the
gift of physicality that comes with being
human is being diminished as mobile
devices and cyber apps replace simple
human physical connections.
Technology is an ultra-enhancement for
humanity, but not an ultimate replacement
for a touch, smile, and picnic shared with a
friend under an oak tree in the summer. To
be human is to be granted an express pass
into the world of physicality. This world
is full of the sights, sounds, and senses
that create a multilayered experience for
your life. The ability to move through the
physical world and take your spirit along for
the ride is the miracle of life.
When two people hold hands on a park
bench or a father rocks his child to sleep
in his arms, inconspicuous healing takes
place. Face-to-face human contact and
touch are not only healing, but also
essential for a balance of the body and

spirit. I’m not necessarily referring to sex
when I say human-to-human contact,
although intimacy between two consenting
souls can be very healing; I’m talking about
being physically present with other human
beings and your environment in meaningful
ways. This can be achieved in hundreds of
ways:
• Locking eyes with your spouse and
children for a few minutes each day
• Sitting in the grass and actually
appreciating the feel of the earth
underneath your feet
• Asking someone how he or she are
doing and taking a real moment to listen
• Savoring the moment while eating a
chocolate bar
• Noticing how slick the leather interior of
your car looks and thanking God for it
• Going to visit a friend and enjoying
an ice cold cola together instead of
catching up over text messaging
Technology when used in tandem with
thoughtful perspective and common sense
is a blessing. It’s up to each of us to set
limits so that we can continue to fully enjoy
what it means to be human.

Sheila Robinson-Kiss, MSW, LCSW, is a psychologist and transformational escape leader. www.standinyourpowerandownit.com

Ed Gaelick, CLU, ChFC

OBAMACARE:
DEAD OR
ALIVE?

I am a self-proclaimed Obamacare junkie;
I have been studying the law for the past
six years and have been living the effects
personally and professionally. It seems
there’s been no escape for me since 2010
when it became the law of the land. And if
I wanted to serve my clients at the highest
level, which I do, I needed to understand
it so they wouldn’t need to. That meant
reading hundreds if not thousands of
pages of relevant parts of the law and its
regulations.
The law has been progressively phased in,
has had many changes, has had many of its
own self imposed deadlines extended, has
had some provisions repealed, witnessed
a crash of the healthcare.gov website, but
is still standing. And now when us junkies
just got used to all this, Donald Trump won
and is the President Add to that fact that
the Republicans maintained control of the
House of Representatives and the Senate
and will control the three houses.
So, what will happen to Obamacare
should their collective promise to repeal
and replace it succeed? Obamacare is
the commonly known and used term for
the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act which is a law, not insurance.
Individuals and many employers are
required to comply with aspects of the
law such as having or offering coverage.
Insurance companies are also required
to comply and thus have spent tens of

billions of dollars over the past six years
analyzing and interpreting the law so they
could modify plans and policies to be
compliant. The mandates of the law are
now deeply embedded into plan designs,
underwriting guidelines, rating structures,
definitions and contractual provisions. So
it seems easy to conclude that the repeal
of Obamacare will not “flip a switch”
undoing the effects of the law. It is just too
embedded and will take years to undo.
Parts of the law were popular such as
having no pre-existing condition exclusions
and allowing dependent children to remain
on their parents’ plan until age 26 and
according to the President may remain.
At this point it is impossible to know what
will change. Some things that may be first
to leave us are the individual and employer
mandates which will make the need for
those pesky 1095’s unnecessary (those
W2-like slips we all got that recorded all
the months of the previous year we had
coverage). But the reality is, no one knows.
Time will tell.
All I can say is right now is it’s business as
usual. I would not dare to guess where
this is going since no one knows, but I can
say with 100 percent confidence, things
will change. As we learn more and are
fed information from regulatory agencies
and insurance companies, I will keep you
updated in future articles.

In 1985, Ed Gaelick established PSI Consultants, LLC where he specializes in company sponsored employee benefits, business
planning and personal insurance. Throughout his career, Ed has received many of the highest professional honors awarded in the
insurance industry. His dedication to his profession and his integrity have earned Ed great respect from his clients, staff and peers.
www.PSI-Consultants.com
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Scientists are discovering that the
thoughts and beliefs we continually repeat
to ourselves create neural pathways like
deep grooves in our brains. These “mind
grooves” affect the way we see and
experience the world. Unfortunately, many
of us believe that our potential for success
is limited and generally think that we can’t
achieve something that is unfamiliar to us.
Henry Ford said, “If you think you can or
you think you can’t, either way you are
correct.” To enable us to achieve what we
desire, we can create new “mind grooves”
by using positive, self-affirming words,
thoughts, and emotions. These will enable
us to notice more opportunities for success
in seemingly miraculous ways.

May McCarthy

MAKING NEW
MIND GROOVES
TO ATTRACT
SUCCESS

A miracle is defined as “an extraordinary
event that manifests with divine intervention
in human affairs” or, “an extremely
outstanding or unusual event.”
I’ve experienced seeming miracles such
as being saved from cancer, and achieving
large financial goals in my businesses. As
soon as my beliefs were in line with what
I wanted, I recognized simple steps to
achieve my goals more often and with
greater frequency.
The author John
Holland said it perfectly, “We create our life
experiences with our thoughts, feelings,
and beliefs.” As we work to change our
beliefs and master the use of spiritual tools

that enable intuition and our subconscious
to guide us, seeming miracles can become
typical occurrences in our lives.
Following are three important points that
will help you to understand how beliefs are
created and how you can attract what you
desire into your life with greater success:
Repetition Reaps Rewards.
Can you remember a time when you’ve
driven home after work and have no
awareness of large parts of your drive
home? As we work to become skilled at
something that we’re learning, we spend
a considerable amount of physical and
mental effort repeating the behavior and
thought.
Once we are trained to do something
and continue to practice the behavior,
it gets easier and easier to do with the
same successful result. Think about when
you learned to ride a bike, learned to
type, or learned to read. Didn’t it take a
considerable amount of effort to do this
at the beginning? Now, when we read,
we just skim the sentence quickly and get
the same understanding. There are some
people who can even type as fast as they
can speak.
One of my favorite new thought teachers,
Florence Scovel Shinn, said “We cannot

always control our thoughts, but we can
control our words, and repetition impresses
the subconscious, and we are then master
of the situation.” The repetitive behavior
helps us to master the situation.
The same thing is true in enabling your
subconscious and intuition to help you
to achieve more of what you want in life.
Repetition through a daily practice, like
the one outlined in my book, The Path
to Wealth, will help you to strengthen
neural pathways and create new “mind
grooves”. These relate to beliefs that you
can have what you desire in life. It can take
disciplined effort to get into a system of
frequently manifesting goals, but just like
riding a bike or driving a car, it’ll get easier
with practice.
Your Strong or Negative Beliefs Get in
the Way
Our beliefs and behaviors have been
created over a lifetime. And, our brains
remember every time we didn’t achieve a
goal in our past and were disappointed. So,
when we have a new goal that is different
from what we believe is possible, our brain
wants to protect us from disappointment. It
prevents us from noticing subconscious and
intuitive messages to take steps towards
achieving our goals. It wants us to be safe
and accordingly, our brain puts intuitive
messages on mute in order to protect us.

We can also feel like a fraud due to the
existing strong beliefs that tell us that
it’s not possible to have what we desire.
Sometimes, this fraudulent feeling will
make you want to abandon your goal
because you can’t rationally imagine that
it’s possible to achieve it. Don’t succumb
to that lie. You just need to strengthen the
neural pathway that is related to the new
belief that you’re creating. Think of it this
way; imagine walking through a field of tall
grass. If you walk through it once, the next
day you won’t notice the path that you
took through the field. If you walk through
it every day repeatedly, you’ll begin to
notice the path and even see a groove
in the dirt to guide your steps. Persevere
with your daily practice to change your
beliefs and your brain will eventually see
that you’re serious about achieving your
goals. Once you believe that achieving
your goal is possible, your brain will “unmute” your spiritual intuition and you will
be guided in seeming miraculous ways to
achieve your desires.
Take Action and Welcome Your Good.
When you believe that it’s possible to
experience the outcome of your goal, your
spiritual intuition and your subconscious
will show up more often in obvious ways to
point the way for you to achieve it. You can
accelerate the process by taking action to
welcome your good. Read stories about

what you want to receive; people that
you want to emulate, or experiences that
you want to have. Go to places to see and
experience what you want. These can be
conferences to meet people, open houses,
jewelry store, car dealership, travel offices,
youtube videos, etc.
As you become familiar with the desired
good that you want, it will be easier for
you to believe that you can have it. Can
you remember a time when you decided
to buy a new car? After thinking and
talking about the car being yours, didn’t
you start to notice that style of car driving
around everywhere? You never noticed it
before you decided that you wanted that
car. The same thing will happen when you
start to make what you want familiar and
welcome. Your subconscious and intuition
will illuminate more possibilities to achieve
your goals.
A miracle is “an extraordinary event
that manifests with divine intervention
in human affairs”. As you understand
how to use a daily spiritual practice to
create new “mind grooves”, and to rely
on the Source of your intuition to point
out possibilities, you will be able to
realize more seeming miracles. They will
become typical occurrences in your life.
May you be blessed as you live a most
miraculous life.

May McCarthy has helped grow six companies to as large as $100 million in annual revenues. She is the author of the best-selling book
The Path to Wealth: Seven Spiritual Steps for Financial Abundance. www.MayMcCarthy.com

FIVE REASONS YOUR TEEN WANTS YOU TO GET A LIFE

Fern Weis

FIVE REASONS
YOUR TEEN
WANTS YOU TO
GET A LIFE

Get a life? You wish you had a life, and
so does your teen! Most days it feels as if
your life is all about your child and getting
through the days.

They might not be all that capable yet, but
with more experience and learning from
successes and mistakes, their confidence
and self-esteem will definitely grow.

Why would your teen want you to have a
life of your own?

Fourth, your child wants to be proud of you
and inspired by you. I’ve share about when
I co-chaired a Hyde School regional parent
group of 60! I was scared to death, but I
lived through it and did a pretty good job,
too. My son was inspired to take some risks
of his own. I also left teaching three years
ago to coach full-time. My daughter was so
proud of me, and still is one of my biggest
cheerleaders.

First, the obvious reason is that it takes
the focus off your child. “Stop bossing
me around!” is a common teen outburst.
If you’re not focusing on yourself, you’re
focusing on what you want her to do, what
she’s not doing right, and how burdensome
it can sometimes feel when you’re raising
kids. (Yes, I did use the word burdensome.
Let’s be honest, almost every parent has
had days when she or he wants to run
away.)
Second, your teen wants to experience
and experiment with life. It’s a teen’s job to
separate from you. Parents whose sole focus
is on their children tend to micromanage.
How will kids learn from experience if mom
or dad is always taking over?
Third, teens want to hear the message that
they’re capable, not incompetent. When
you’re the fixer, they get the message that
they are not capable of handling things
on their own and soon begin to believe it.

You want to be proud of your children, and
they want to be proud of you. They need
to know that change is possible and, win or
lose, it’s good to take healthy risks.
And finally, it’s a relief to them to know
that you spend your time on something
other than worrying about them. It can be
a heavy load for them to know that they are
the center of your worry and concern. They
will either rebel, or feel guilty and worry
about you in return.
There you have them - five great reasons
for you to get a life, and let your teen live
his. You’ll both be glad you did.

Fern Weis is a certified life coach who learned that caring and good intentions are not enough in parenting. In fact, they are often the
problem. Fern helps families with teens and young adults who are going through difficult situations, from homework wars to addiction
recovery, and all points in between. She works with parents to release guilt, end enabling, and confidently prepare their children to reach
their potential and be successful through life’s challenges www.fernweis.com

My Mission as the “Keep Calm” Mentor is to Share with You
the Tools for More Health & Success in YOUR Life
Do you want any of these?

q self esteem
q a strong body
q to savor your senses
q a green organized environment
q increased energy and productivity

q mindfulness
q a positive outlook
q more gratitude in your life
q the dynamics of successful living
q the experience of beauty & harmony
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me feeling great and looking young, even now as a boomer.

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT
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“

Miriam can be of great value to the general public and serve
us all well in this time of transition and change.

”

Denise Yamada, TV news anchor KFMB

Contact Information
Go to www.wellnessagenda.com

q For my free gift to you
q To sign up for a complimentary mini session
q To schedule me for an appearance/consult

Availability
Global and Nationwide by arrangement
Based out of South Orange, New Jersey

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO LIVE MINDFULLY?

Amy Collins

WHAT DOES IT
MEAN TO LIVE
MINDFULLY?

Living mindfully means we develop and
improve upon our sense of awareness
regarding the choices we make on a daily
basis. Learning to live this way allows us to
become more self-aware and thoughtful
about how we are living. Since what we
think is the root of our feelings and thus
determines how we behave, it is essential
to become aware of our thoughts in order
to live more authentically.
The key to observing our thoughts is to do
so in an objective way; without judgment.
We are not deciding if one thought is
good or bad - simply does it work for us
or not? The reason to practice this sense
of mindfulness is to empower ourselves
to hop off life’s hamster wheel and ask
ourselves if how we are living aligns
with how we want to live. For example,

does our current lifestyle align with our
values? When we cultivate this sense of
awareness - this sense of mindfulness - in
our daily lives, we recognize that the every
day choices we make create our overall
lifestyle.
Becoming mindful will positively affect how
we live because when we take ownership
of our choices we recognize that we are
responsible for what we are doing in
life. Some of us may freak out and think
“Yikes, I don’t want that responsibility!”
But think about that - do we really want
to just keep going and going and going...
and doing and doing and doing...like crazy
people? No. We want to thoughtfully, take
ownership of our choices and slow down
enough to decide if what we are doing is
working for us or not?

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO LIVE MINDFULLY?

Owning that sense of empowerment
enables us to live the life we imagine
not one that is dictated by someone or
something else. When we become more
mindful and develop that ability to pause
and thoughtfully recognize how our
daily choices affect our lifestyle, then we
empower ourselves to positively affect
change in our lives when, where and how
we want.
To begin living mindfully, start with one task
at a time. For example, we know exercising
our bodies is an important part of staying
healthy, but how are we exercising? Have
we fallen into a habitual exercise routine or
not exercising at all? Take a moment and
became mindful of how you may be ready or
need to begin move your body differently, or
be surrounded by different people, energy
or music.
Pausing to think about how we are choosing
to exercise, allows us to not only change this
activity, but also discover something new
about ourselves. One client used to go out
dancing every week, but now complained
the she no longer had any time to dance
because of all the other stuff she had to do.
When she became more mindful of how she
was living, she tried a Zumba class which
incorporated both her love for dance as well
as her need to exercise.
This simple change made such a positive
difference in her life. Also she’s now even
incorporating dance into her life in other
ways because she and her Zumba classmates
attend various dance events together. As
another example, pause before you get out
of bed each morning and ask yourself what
are you thinking even before your feet hit
the ground. Become mindful of how do you
wake up each morning. Are you thankful for
another day, are you dreading the day, are
you hopeful? Learn to pause and listen to
yourself because it is in those first moments
waking up that we determine our mindset
for the day.

Then again there are aspects of life
we can’t actually change, but we can
change how we think about them. Let’s
take doing dishing as an example. I
have never liked doing dishes, this task
just doesn’t offer sense of fulfillment for
me. But that doesn’t mean I can stop
doing them! So I have learned while I
am washing the dishes that listening to
a Ted Talk enables me to fulfill my need
for learning during what to me is the
very dull task.
Another example, what if we love
our job, but can’t change our current
commute? Then we need to think
about how we can change our attitude
about the commute itself. Instead
of letting it fill our minds with dread,
we can mindfully focus on thinking
about how we can use that time to
our best ability. Maybe changing into
comfortable clothes before you begin
your commute home would help you
feel more relaxed?

If you are driving your car hook
up Bluetooth and view this as time
to catch up with family and friends
via enjoyable phone conversations.
Or consider it as time you use
to be quiet and process the day,
or sing your heart out as you
listen to your favorite music or listen
to a book on tape...you get the
idea, there are lots of ideas to
help you reconsider your view of
this less than ideal part of your
day even if you can’t actually change
it for now.
So while it’s easy for all of us to fall into
habits without thinking too much, it’s
much more rewarding to learn how to
develop a sense of awareness in how
we are choosing to live. Therefore,
we need to remember that living
mindfully is a learning process that
when cultivated daily we enable
ourselves to live more authentically
as well as more joyfully.

Amy Collins is a mindful living Instructor who teaches empowering workshops that help people clarify who they are and how they are
living. www.CreateClarity.net

THREE QUESTIONS TO ASK
ABOUT YOUR HEALTH

is going
wrong

should I
worry

can I
change

You will be amazed when these are
explained to you in simple, nontechnical terms, and you see how
quickly things can change.

ROGER L. PRICE
internationally acclaimed Functional Health Educator
has a variety of programs designed to do just this
visit www.rogerlprice.com

Linda Mitchell

THE CLICHÉ
WITH CLOUT

You hear it all the time, “what you think
about, comes about!” Movies like The
Secret started many people thinking
about the real possibility of creating what
they want by using the creative power of
our brains - imagination.

The titles of some of Wayne Dyer’s books
- The Power Of Intention, Change Your
Thoughts, Change Your Life, and Wishes
Fulfilled - all speak to the power of our
imagination and our belief system to
create the lives we desire.

Creative visualization, guided imagery
and similar practices may have sounded
“woo woo” to many in the past but
there’s plenty of science to back up
statements like, “what you think about,
comes about” and “what you focus on
expands” and other similar truths.

Neville is quoted as saying, “You must
assume the feeling of the wish fulfilled until
your assumption has all the sensory vividness
of reality. You must imagine that you are
already experiencing what you desire.”

It’s exciting to see how neuroscience
is finally substantiating what healers,
coaches, shamans, etc., have known for
the past 2000+ years!
These ideas may be fairly new in
mainstream thinking but they are far from
new science. Influential teachers and
spiritual leaders like Neville Goddard,
Wayne Dyer, Esther and Jerry Hicks,
Eckhart Tolle, and even Einstein, knew
these truths long ago.
“It’s not what you want that you attract.
You attract what you believe to be true,”
says Neville Goddard.

And as Albert Einstein said, “Imagination
is more important than knowledge. For
knowledge is limited to all we now know and
understand, while imagination embraces the
entire world.”
This too speaks to the science behind
creative visualization and guided imagery.
These transformative tools are incredibly
powerful. Everything humans create begins
in our imagination. Envisioning something
is the first step to being able to manifest
it. Success starts with a goal but before we
can reach any goal we must first believe
we can achieve it. We must have a
vision or idea of what it will look like.
Therefore, visualization is an essential part
of success.

THE CLICHé WITH CLOUT

Visualization works by utilizing sensory
impressions to produce peaceful
feelings. It involves all our senses and
creates powerful instructions for our
brain and body to follow. Our brains
do not differentiate between visualized
sensations and real sensations. In both
cases, images cause our brain to send
specific signals and hormones to the
different cells of the body transforming
our body chemistry immediately
and profoundly impacting the neural
pathways that influence our feelings,
choices and experiences.
Guided imagery helps people feel,
sense or envision their desired
outcome so they can connect more
fully with the possibility of achieving
their goal. I use it with clients because
it relaxes the body and mind and
connects people to their creativity,
emotions and inner wisdom.
This deep state of awareness actually
shifts our brain wave patterns out of
the habitual fast-paced beta rhythms
and into the more calming alpha or
theta levels. Guided Imagery engages
the right brain enabling people to
become aware of perspectives that
they might not be able to access
with standard left-brain thinking. It
facilitates those sought after “ah ha!”
moments, unique insights and often
produces great clarity in the decision
making process.
New
neuroscience
technologies
have allowed for much greater
understanding of the human brain.
Emotions and thoughts literally
establish neural pathways in the brain.
Chronic stress, unproductive negative
self talk and lack of belief in our own
abilities simply strengthens these

neural pathways creating more longterm stress, doubt and fear in the
body.
Unfortunately, many people continue
to doubt their abilities and future
possibilities even when they achieve
success because their nerve pathways
connected to negative emotions and
thoughts are so well worn, like a deep
groove in an old record.
Visualization is a powerful tool to break
this viscous cycle! Guided imagery
helps create new neural connections
that bring pleasant rather than
uncomfortable sensations to the body.
Incorporating guided imagery allows
my clients to saturate themselves in
good feelings and emotions. This
conditions their nerve impulses to
favor travel along the new beneficial
neural pathways, eventually disabling
the chronic stress and pain corridors in
the brain.

“You must
assume the
feeling of the
wish fulfilled
until your
assumption has
all the sensory
vividness of
reality”

Using guided visualizations rewire those
old responses by inviting your creative
mind (yes, this goes for you left brain,
scientific thinkers too!) to forge new
neural pathways which, with practice
become your new norm.
I incorporate these techniques in
my coaching to allow clients to see
situations from new perspectives and
more easily identify the possibilities
that are available to them. This leads
to powerful insights and potential for
change. Their bodies relax, allowing
healing to happen at the cellular,
physical, mental and emotional levels.
A huge body of research shows that
visualization is effective at producing
a wide range of desired changes
from helping people achieve specific
goals more quickly to accelerating
weight
loss,
decreasing
stress,
improving mood, reducing depression,
decreasing fatigue, lessening anxiety
and facilitating change; all of which
allow more energy to create the life
you truly want.
Guided imagery is one of the most
effective ways to help my clients get
unstuck, reconnect with their deepest
desires, uncover the treasure in their
challenge so they can define, create
and truly live the lives they deserve.
Your brain is getting trained for actual
performance during visualization. Don’t
be afraid to engage your imagination!
Begin to imagine, feel, think, taste and
LIVE INSPIRED!
What you think about comes about!
This cliché has clout…so start thinking,
several times a day, about what you
really want to create in your life!

Linda Mitchell, a professional reinvention coach, is founder of Linda Mitchell Coaching and LIVING INSPIRED Coaching. She has been
practicing in the healing arts for over 20 years, operating from a deep desire to empower people to move through life’s many challenges
with ease and grace. She coaches busy people in transition to define, create and live the life they truly desire. Linda’s gift is in helping
people uncover the treasure in their transition. www.LindaMitchellCoaching.com

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD®

IS CLUTTER
KILLING YOUR
SEX LIFE?

IS CLUTTER KILLING YOUR SEX LIFE?

My father always said that relationships
are the hardest thing you will ever
do. Think about that. Deep down,
what gives you the most stress? Do
you worry about your older parents’
safety? Fret about your children’s
futures? Argue with your spouse about
responsibilities at home? Chances are
some of you are screaming, “Yes!”
Let’s look at that last example: arguing
with your spouse. Does he leave his
shoes in the middle of the floor? Does
she have piles of untouched papers
sitting on the desk in the kitchen? Are
you on a first-name basis with your
UPS delivery person because there
are boxes of unneeded items arriving
every day?
Clutter can be a direct contributor to
a troubled sex life. Who knew? Over
the last 13 years as a professional
organizer, helping people clear the
clutter in their homes, I’ve learned that
the clutter they really want to clear is
mental and relational. My clients want
clear minds as well as clear homes.
In some cases, they want to clear a
(figurative) path to the bedroom.
Clutter is a physical barrier to intimacy.
If you can’t even see the bed because
things are piled up all over it, there’s
no room for someone else to share it.
Clutter is a figurative barrier to
intimacy. Why is stuff piled up all
over the bed? The answer would be
different for each individual or couple.
In my experience, the underlying issues
in the relationship can be what caused
the clutter, and the clutter contributes
to the underlying issues.
Clutter can be the manifestation of
a lack of communication, and more
clutter is actively brought in to further
prevent that communication. Papers,

books, and projects all over the kitchen
or dining room table prevents sitting
down and having a meal together,
facing each other, discussing deep
topics, planning the future, bonding,
growing.
Expectations of one another’s roles
in the relationship may not be met.
Clutter piles up to insulate the partners
from facing their own failure to meet
those expectations, as well as shield
them from the other’s reminders of
that failure.
Clutter can reflect one’s own lack of
self-esteem. The thought may be,
“I’m not good /attractive /smart /
successful /(fill in the blank) enough to
have a relationship. I’ll just surround
myself with stuff instead.” Such a
belief about one’s self-worth can deter
a relationship from beginning and
sabotage it once it has begun.
Clutter contributes to eroding the
respect of one’s partner. The cluttering
partner may leave things all over the
house, doesn’t put anything away, or
ignores requests to help out around
the house. The perception is that s/
he doesn’t care – about him/herself,
his/her things, the home, or his/
her partner. The other partner feels

“IF YOU CAN’T
EVEN SEE THE BED
BECAUSE THINGS
ARE PILED UP ALL
OVER IT, THERE’S
NO ROOM FOR
SOMEONE ELSE TO
SHARE IT.”

disrespected, angry, resentful, and may
give up. Those emotions don’t exactly
foster a desire for intimacy.
Some people have relationships with
things, rather than other people,
despite the desperate desire to have a
life partner. A cluttered home, or even
the perception of one, contributes
to CHAOS (Can’t Have Anyone Over
Syndrome). Not allowing someone to
enter one’s home is a metaphor for not
allowing someone into one’s life.
Compulsive acquiring fills a void. Love?
Disappointment? Soothing a past
trauma? It can also reflect underlying
mental health issues, such as depression,
OCD, perfectionism, procrastination,
and anxiety. When these challenges
are not addressed, stuff can take over
a whole house, focusing the brain on all
of the To Dos and unfinished projects.
Space and money are tied up in the
things.
Maintaining so much stuff takes a great
deal of time and energy, so nothing
is left at the end of the day to give
to a partner. The things may reflect
regret, self-recrimination, and guilt over
unsuccessful good intentions. Stress
ensues, tempers flare, estrangement can
set in. The couple may say, “Let’s just
cover it up with sheets so we don’t have
to look at it.” However, the underlying
stuff and the issues are still there.
You deserve to be happy. It is possible
to change the situation. It takes making
the decision to change; letting go of
old beliefs; a commitment to doing the
work; investing time and effort in the
process of change; and possibly securing
outside help. A trained multi-disciplinary
team can be an effective support system.
The team could include a therapist,
life coach, nutrition counselor, and a
professional organizer.

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD®, is the Chief Executive Organizer of Let’s Get Organized, LLC, an award-winning professional organizing
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey. A former CPA, Gayle started LGO in 2003 to change people’s lives by helping them get
organized. LGO works with busy families to Make Space for Blessings™. www.LGOrganized.com

Denise Hansard

FEBRUARY
IS FEELING

As you venture into the month dedicated
to love, let’s look at the next baby step
needed to make changes in your life ...
February is Feeling.
Buddha’s wise words: “What you think,
you become. What you feel, you attract.
What you imagine, you create.”
Last month, you learned that January’s
Just Start was the way to take the first
step. February is the month to put feelings
behind the goals/visions to generate more
energy toward achievement. It is the Law
of Attraction that states that your thoughts
create your reality through the power of
your feelings attached to your thoughts.
February – Feeling: You Are What You
Feel Insights
Feelings give you instant feedback on
the thoughts that you have. By choosing
positive thoughts, you are choosing
positive feelings. The word choice is vital
as every thought you have is a choice. The
only control you have is the thoughts you

think which create the feelings you have.
There are times in life when you have
thoughts of doubt and worry, wondering
if what you are doing (the goals, the
visions) you have in life make sense and if
you can make it happen. The thoughts of
doubt and worry begin to create feelings
of anxiety and stress putting up energetic
blocks for attraction.
Your thoughts of doubt and worry
generate more thoughts of doubt and
worry. Another way of putting it is your
thoughts create your feelings. Your
feelings create your actions, which in turn
produce your results. If you are not happy
with the results you are getting in life, then
go back to your feelings. Choose to feel
love, joy, happiness. This small choice will
change your life and the results you have
in life.
Let’s make your feelings a choice coming
from the most positive thoughts you can
generate.

Denise Hansard is a former corporate pricing expert turned motivational speaker & life coach with a Masters in counseling who has
coached hundreds of women to make 6 figures, find the love of their life and get super healthy. She does this through group & private
coaching, immersion retreats and motivational speaking. Author of the book Suffering in Comfort, she is an expert in transformation.
www.DeniseHansard.com

The Peace Within Spa
And Wellness Center
I N T R O D U C TO N
OFFER

What is Reconnective Healing?
Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is the
result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing
spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

ONE HOUR SWEDISH OR
DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

It’s tangible, measurable… you can actually feel it. At The Peace Within
Spa & Wellness Center, we offer a diverse range of services to suit your
individual needs. Group classes and workshops are also offered on a variety
of topics including meditation & self reliance. For questions, pricing, or more
information please contact us.

$

40
PLUS TAX

OUR SERVICES

CONTACT US

RECONNECTIVE HEALING

THE PEACE WITHIN SPA & WELLNESS CENTER

A return to an optimal state of balance. It is the result of interacting
with the fully comprehensive Reconnective Healing spectrum of
frequencies that consists of energy, light and information.

MASSAGE
We offer a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual
Lymphatic Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage,
Reflexology, & Mindful Massage.

63 Beaver Brook Road Suite 105
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035
973-872-6600
nancy@thepeacewithinspa.com
www.thepeacewithinspa.com

ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors
who have completed the spiritual counseling program offered
by the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by
Doreen Virtue.

NANCY BARRETT

DOTERRA OILS
In addition to proprietary essential oil blends, dōTERRA product
offerings include nutritional, spa, and healthy living products
based on essential oil technologies and a comprehensive wellness
philosophy.

FOLLOW US

MERCEDES BARRETT

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN USING SOCIAL MEDIA

Patricia Singer

HOW TO
PROTECT
YOURSELF
WHEN USING
SOCIAL MEDIA

Sometimes it is a scary world out there
and we need to protect ourselves online
as well as offline. Here are some statistics:
There are 3.175 billion internet users,
this is half of the world’s population;
there are 2.2+ billion active users of
social media; more people in the world
have smart phones than toothbrushes.
With so many active users, how do you
protect yourself when you are online,
especially if you are involved in a stalking
or domestic violence situation?
Here are some steps you can take to
protect yourself.
Become less visible on the internet.
Be mindful of what you are posting
and where. Any Google search will tell
you exactly what social media sites

you are on and, depending on your
security settings, what you are posting
there. Google your name and see what
shows up in the search results. Search
for different variations of your name or
ways people may know you. Like with
my name, I search for Patricia Singer,
Patti Singer, Patricia A. Singer. Where do
you show up and what is visible to the
general public?
Disable the location finder on your
smart phone.
When you are out don’t check in to
locations using apps like Foursquare or
Facebook. When you post that you are
at the movie theater with friends, the
person that you are trying to avoid now
knows exactly where you are and when
you are there.

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN USING SOCIAL MEDIA

Unfriend and block.
To distance yourself from someone, you
should unfriend him or her on Facebook.
You should also block the person on
Facebook as well as the other social
media sites you are on. This will, for the
most part, stop him or her from seeing
what you are posting. But, as we all
know, what goes on the internet, stays
on the internet. Please remember that
the person or people with whom you are
friends might be friends with the person
you are trying to avoid and if they are
posting about being with you, they may
be informing your ex or stalker about you
unintentionally.
Monitor when friends tag you in their
own posts.
If your friends are tagging you in pictures

and/or posts while you are together,
they may be informing your ex or stalker
of your whereabouts and activities.
Ask you friends to not tag you in
any of their posts or pictures until your
situation improves. You can also adjust
your settings so you must approve
posts that people tag you in. Changing
this setting will help you control who
tags you.
Your best bet is to start a new Facebook,
Twitter, Snapchat or Instagram account.
Stop using your current accounts and
create new ones. Yes, you do have to
reconnect with all your friends and family
but then you can be more secure in the
fact that there is no lingering friendship
or connection that may jeopardize your
safety.

Reconnect with trusted friends and let
them know the reason why you are doing
it. Also, ask them to not reconnect with
the person you are trying to stay away
from and explain the importance of this
action. If they are true friends, they will
be fierce in their protection of you!
Lastly, be mindful of what you are posting.
It is very tempting to go online and
start ranting about or bad-mouthing
someone. Posting these things can only
worsen the situation and infuriate the
other person. Try to lay low and reduce
your social media use until you feel safe
or, if an attorney is involved, he or she
advises you that it is ok to get back online.
Your safety should be your number one
priority. The check-in, tweet, snap, or
selfie can wait.

Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me Social Media Consulting. She works with individuals, small and mid-sized businesses, helping
them navigate and market using the numerous social media platforms. www.BestToFollowMe.com

TM

IGNITING THE NEXT GENERATION OF YOU TM

Are you ready
to ignite the
next generation
of you?
Deb Wilber can help you understand
your journey so you can release your
fears, feel more confident and realize
your purpose.

Deb Wilber, MBA
Coach . Author . Speaker

Call or email today
to schedule your

Deb Wilber created Real Life SparkTM as she believes

complimentary 30

intuition sparks changes that are transformative. It was

minute mini-coaching

Deb’s intuition that sparked her personal transformation,

session.

from executive to entrepreneur, and it can spark yours,
too! Deb creates an environment where you feel safe
to explore your journey, gain clarity in your purpose and
move confidently towards your dreams. Deb’s authentic
style, a blend of executive experience, education and
intuitive knowledge, support you in making small and
impactful changes with confidence and grace.

201.230.1255
deb@reallifespark.com
www.reallifespark.com

Arlene Vasquez

HOW TO FIND
LOVE THIS
VALENTINE’S DAY

HOW TO FIND LOVE THIS VALENTINE’S DAY

You might be reading this article hoping to
find a list of excellent venues to meet other
singles, style tips to attract a partner or a
top 10 list of things you need to say to make
the other person interested. What if I told
you there was only one thing required to
find love this Valentine’s Day? The one core
designed to unlock a lifetime of possible love
and happiness?
That key is self-love. The age-old adage,
“you can’t love someone else until you love
yourself” has withstood the test of time for a
reason. There is truth in that statement. If you
are not confident and comfortable with who
you are as an individual and embrace those
qualities that make you unique or those
traits you value in life, how can you expect
someone else to do the same? The first step
on the road to finding love is finding you.
Take a moment to think about what makes
you who you are. What are the traits that
you value about yourself and what are the
traits that you would value in your potential
partner? Moreover, what is the person you
want to become? As you begin this new
year, what are your intentions for it? How
do you want to achieve the best version of
yourself: in mind, body, and spirit? Maybe
it’s by eating cleaner, meditating during a
traffic jam, watching more of those Netflix
documentaries. Besides, the standards that
you set for yourself and what you value in
life should not be compromised by your
potential partner, rather, you should find
someone who supplements who you are as
a person.
The concept of self-love was exhibited by St.
Valentine himself. Unwilling to compromise
his Christian beliefs and convert to paganism
they executed him under the reign of Roman
Emperor Claudius II. He was steadfast in his
values and even performed feats of healing
towards his enemies up until his death.

St. Valentine, the legend, is said to have
performed secret wedding ceremonies
for soldiers and their wives, as well
as sent letters with paper hearts to
the soldiers to remind them of their
commitment to their spouse and God.
The idea of placing value in love and
who you love is a commitment that
begins with the self.
Self-worth is the crux of self-love. If you
don’t appreciate yourself, other people
can’t be expected to value you in
return. Likewise, the effect you project
sends a message to those around you.
We all have that friend who complains
about being single. Do they take
the time to reflect on themselves?
Are they taking steps to become a
better version of themselves? They

might complain about their job, their
weight, their situation; however, are
they making positive changes toward
changing those things in life?
They want to find the perfect match,
yet they maintain certain repeat
negative behaviors that don’t allow
for the development of any decent
relationship. Complacency creates
cracks in the path towards love. And
instead of finding a person to fill those
voids, perhaps the better alternative
is in recognizing those patterns
which facilitate an incomplete self. A
balanced person, one that is honest
with themselves, will attract someone
who amplifies their self-worth and
values them as an individual. Maybe
this Valentine’s Day, the first letter of
love you should write is to yourself.

Arlene Vasquez is a leader in the Matchmaking Industry, with some fairy tale successes to her name. Master Certified at the Matchmaking Institute in New York City, where she is now the Chief Executive Officer, Arlene founded AVConnexions to offer top-level matchmaking, singles events, dating and relationship coaching for professionals. Her keen intuition, combined with adept recruitment skills, has
won Arlene widespread acclaim for her matchmaking and relationship coaching across multiple channels. www.AVConnexions.com

PREPPING TO SELL – THE IMPORTANCE OF CURB APPEAL

Danielle Grosso

PREPPING TO
SELL – THE
IMPORTANCE
OF CURB
APPEAL

There’s a theory that exists in the world
of real estate that a homeowner knows
whether or not they would purchase a
property within the first 15 seconds of
seeing it.
Yes, the current interior and exterior
condition of your home are both very
important factors when selling, but the
first step is to actually attract buyers to
your home that are interested in making
an offer. Therefore, as a homeowner, one
of the most proactive tasks you can work
on while getting your home ready to list is
to make sure your home has that that eyecatching, driver slows down when he sees
a For Sale sign, “Awwww hon, look at that
home!” curb appeal.
Since the first thing buyers will analyze
when viewing your property is its curb
appeal, when they feel that the outside
of a potential home is in good condition,
attractive, and well-maintained, it causes
them to have a more open, optimistic
mindset while touring the rest of the home.

hoping it might be the perfect fit, but
upon entering you notice that the front
door’s wood is chipping, the glass on the
window is foggy, it’s dated, and just not
in good condition. In the buyer’s mind,
they might subconsciously assume that if
the homeowner doesn’t care much about
the condition of the front door, they don’t
care much for the overall home.
You can spruce up your front door with
a fresh coat of paint (consider a trendy
color or one that pops and is unique to
the other homes on the block), adding
a decorative wreath, doing a deep
cleaning of the entire door, or replacing
the handle/glass if the condition can’t be
restored.
If necessary, consider replacing the door.
The front door will be seen by potential
buyers in pictures before they even come;
a good first impression will set the tone
for the rest of the tour.

But, don’t get overwhelmed! In order
to make this process simple and give
homeowners an idea of where to start,
I’ve created a list of five curb appeal tips
and tricks that can transform a home with
minimal effort and a low budget.

Landscaping. Having a well-maintained
front yard with a neatly mowed lawn and
attractive shrubbery makes a significant
difference. It demonstrates to the
potential homebuyer that maintaining
your property was a priority, and it’s also
one less thing they’ll have to do after
purchasing the home.

The Front Door. Imagine walking up
to a home that you’re eager to see and

As a homeowner, you can trim or add
shrubs, plant attractive flowers, lay fresh

PREPPING TO SELL – THE IMPORTANCE OF CURB APPEAL

“ONE STEP, ONE
CHANGE, ONE SMALL
PROJECT AT A TIME
AND YOU’LL BE
MORE THAN
PREPARED TO LIST
YOUR HOME FOR SALE
IN THIS UPCOMING
SPRING MARKET.”
mulch and mow/edge the lawn. Doing
this can truly transform the front of your
house from dull and lacking to vibrant and
plentiful!
Try going to your local florist with a picture
of your home and ask them to recommend
some low-maintenance, budget friendly
ideas that you can do yourself. Additionally,
spending an afternoon with nature might
just be the therapeutic afternoon you’ll
need during this process.
Posts/Columns. Adding posts/columns to
your front porch, or whatever type of entry
you have, is one of the easiest ways to
transform your home from typical colonial
cape to mini-mansion.
If you already have columns, consider
adding a post to each side for a fancy and
unique duel column look or add accent
molding on each side for a classy and
attractive appeal. Both options will assure
a double take from potential buyers that
drive by or preview the images on your
home’s MLS listing.
If you’d rather not add any posts or molding,
a fresh coat of paint on your columns and
railing might be just the trick you need to
bring your front porch back to life.
Paint the Exterior. If the color of your home
is dated, the paint is chipping, or it just
appears dull and dismal - changing the color

of your exterior transforms it to renovated
and vivacious in just one day.

should, causing them to come up as an issue
during inspection.

When there’s a trendy, attractive exterior
that’s in good condition, potential buyers
are automatically at ease knowing that after
purchasing, they get to move into a home
with an exterior that they love and don’t even
have to think about touching.

Another simple fix to make your windows
more attractive is to add shutters or change
the color of the shutters you currently have.
Coordinating the color of the shutters with
the accent colors on the exterior of your
home makes it appear more symmetrical and
eye-catching.

Many homeowners think that if the type
of exterior they have is dated, they need
to replace it completely, which is a pretty
significant expense and project. Fortunately,
changing the color of your home to a trendy
color tone can be the perfect alternative.
Keep in mind that right now, neutral colors
like grey, beige and tan are common and
well-liked. Just open your eyes to inspiration
from other homes in the area and you’ll get
the answer you need!
Windows,
windows,
windows.
It’s
imperative that your windows be clean and
appear in good, suitable condition before
listing your home. Nothing indicates that a
home is old more than the paint chipping
from your window sill.
If your windows are dated, you can sand/
paint the trim to improve their condition and
make them more appealing to the potential
homebuyer. If they aren’t in good condition,
you might want to consider replacing them
since older windows often don’t work as they

As you can see, some change and updating
might be essential to transform your home’s
curb appeal and prepare your home for
selling. However, there’s no need to get
overwhelmed thinking that all five of these
tips must be perfected in order to list your
home.
Put yourself in a potential homebuyer’s shoes
and take an objective look at your home. Have
an open mind and envision what it could look
like, where your curb appeal is lacking, and
where there’s no need to make any changes.
Keep your eye out while driving through your
neighborhood to look at what other homes
are doing and I guarantee you’ll find some
inspiration.
Let this be an exciting process where you can
let your creativity flow and access your inner
home décor guru! One step, one change,
one small project at a time and you’ll be more
than prepared to list your home for sale in
this upcoming Spring market.

Danielle Grosso is a full-time real estate agent in New Jersey. She became a realtor because of her passion to help/serve her clients,
build meaningful relationships, and share as much industry knowledge as she can with others. With integrity, a love for homes, and her
innovative approach to this industry, Danielle represents buyers/sellers throughout Northern NJ. daniellegrossorealestate@gmail.com.
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By textbook definition a botanical is a
substance, either part of the plant or
an extract which is used as an additive,
especially in gin or beauty care. Although the
former use is of interest to many, this article
will address the later.
Botanical extracts that support the texture
and health of the skin, hair, and nails are
widely used the formulations of skincare
products. They form the largest category of
additives found in the marketplace today. As
more people seek environmentally friendly
and safer ways of making themselves feel
better about the way they look, they are
turning to plant-based beauty products. This
is true since consumers are savvier and are
demanding for natural products.
However, the use of botanicals is not new.
Plant extracts and herbs have been used by
many cultures as cosmetics and perfumes
since ancient times. In India, beginning over
5,000 years ago, Ayurvedic skin care had its
humble beginning. There were conventional
and medicinal practices that were passed
down and are still used today. Commonly
used Ayurvedic skin care products may
contain the following: aloe vera, almond,
avocado, carrot, clay, cocoa, coconut oil,
cucumber, cutch tree, emu oil, ginkgo biloba,
ginseng, grape seed oil, ground nut shells,
and honey. Also Indian henna uses them in
painting rituals.

Ethnobotanists have determined that
these “primitive tribes” living in remote
villages, are more sophisticated in their
utilization of these plants than highly
trained beauty consultants in our most
modern cities.
These indigenous people with their
traditional cultures have shaped our
vision of modern beauty. These ancient
rituals and recipes have been practiced
since the earliest times and are now
being revived by people searching for
the natural path to beauty.
Many botanicals perform a variety of
functions. They include antioxidants
effectiveness,
cleansing
agents,
emollients,
humectants,
skin
conditioning agents, skin protectors,
and skin soothing agents.

It’s been said that Cleopatra was obsessed
with kohl eyeliner and fragranced oils. She
used almond oils as part of her skincare
regimen. Today, due to the mandelic
acid in the oil, it is used in chemical peels.
Cleopatra’s most favored fragrant perfumes
were all aphrodisiacs and included rose,
frankincense, cypress, neroli and myrrh
essential oils.

Modern skin and hair care as well as
cosmetics utilize exotic ingredients like
herbs from Nepal, babassu from Brazil,
or shea butter from Ghana.

The Japanese Geisha makeup process, which
originated in China, begins with application
of bintsuke-abura, a special kind of oil.

Jojoba is used for skin care because it is
a natural moisturizer. Jojoba is actually
a liquid wax that becomes solid below
room temperature, but is known as
an oil. Shea butter is derived from the
kernel of the shea tree, i.e. Vitellaria
paradoxa. Shea butter is known for its
cosmetic properties as a moisturizer
and emollient.

The study of the use of plants by indigenous
cultures is known as ethnobotany. Science
has determined that the benefits that plants
in nature can provide, by far, exceed what
can be created in a lab.

Natural skin care ingredients may
include jojoba, safflower oil, rose hip
seed oil, beeswax, witch hazel, aloe
vera, tea tree oil, and chamomile.

For centuries, olive oil has also served
locally as an excellent moisturizer for
soothing parched skin. It was recently
discovered that extra-virgin olive oil
contains a rich supply of polyphenols
and amino acids that function as
powerful antioxidants. The oil can
provide a rapidly absorbed serum
which helps diminish fine lines gives
the skin a new radiance.
Jewelweed has been used by Native
Americans for its skin-calming benefits.
Nature is amazing since it often grows
next to poison ivy and oak. The extract
from the hibiscus flower is used in
Southeast Asian and Central American
to cleanse and moisturize skin and hair.
Then there is an extract from the ava
puhi flower in Polynesia that be used
for cleansing and conditioning hair.
The narcissus bulbs extract can be
used to protect skin against the harsh
environment. Finally, the allspice berry
from Central America can be used to
relieve cracked heals. With respect to
antioxidant protection you will be hard
pressed to find anything better than
green tea.
The future of the beauty care is best
determined from the past. Beauty
experts in magazines and media are
bombarding us with the so called latest
in anti-aging formulas. Many may be an
ancient blend from thousands of years
ago. We must all take a front seat to
learn from and use what Mother Nature
has provided for free before Father
Time takes a toll on our appearance
and health.

Joanne Ferreri is an executive consultant in anti-aging technologies supported by innovations in dermatology, ethnobotany, nutritional
and cosmetic sciences via NuSkin Enterprises. www.totalwellness.nsproducts.com
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ROMANCE
SPARK!

Whether you embrace Valentine’s Day or
avoid it, be your own Valentine this year
and SPARK romance with yourself! Too
soon after the holiday rush but before February arrives, the stores are filled with Valentine’s cards, flowers and chocolates. Not
to mention the jewelry advertisements. It’s
not a fun time of year for those without a
Valentine.
SPARK is a reusable acronym for me. It
started with the name of my coaching practice and then how I work with clients. It
was reinvented for the holidays as Holiday
SPARK, so let’s reinvevnt it for Valentine’s
Day as Romance SPARK! Here we go...
S is for Self-Care. What are you doing
for yourself to take care of you and your
well-being? When you feel good, you look
good, so take care of you. Are you up to
date on your wellness? Have you scheduled your annual exams? Are you scheduling “me time”? Time to read a book, take
a bath, get a massage, go for a walk, take a
yoga class, etc.
P is for Positive Body Image. We can feel
great but still look in the mirror and see the
extra Christmas cookies on our hips. It’s important for all of us to have a positive body
image for our own well-being and to set
a positive example for the younger generations. They take their cues from us. Do
yourself, and those around you, a favor and
fall in love with your body (including the
Christmas cookie hips!). You will feel better
and set a positive example!

A is for Awareness (of all the love that
surrounds you). Many people are lonely
through the holidays including on Valentine’s Day and that is understandable if
they are not in a relationship, have lost
their loved ones or live far away from
their friends and family. Love surrounds
us every day and we may not see it. Take
a minute and think of all the special people in your life. Soak in the love and caring you feel when you think of them. And
send the love back. Increase your awareness of love and you will feel more of it.
R is for Respect. Love begins with
self-respect, the pride and confidence in
oneself; the feeling that you are behaving
with honor and dignity. Are you respecting yourself? Setting the proper boundaries in your relationships? Are you respectful of others? Take a minute and reflect.
Act with respect.
K is for Kiss. Romance defines the kiss. If
you are celebrating you this Valentines,
give yourself a kiss! In the mirror, on your
hand, etc. Blow a kiss to the Universe. After all, it is Valentines season, so seal it
with a kiss!
Go ahead and SPARK romance with yourself and those around you this month and
always. Treat yourself to flowers, or lunch
with a friend or time alone. You deserve
it!
Wishing you peace, love and sparks of
romance!

Deb Wilber is a coach, author, speaker and owner of Real Life SparkTM. She created Real Life SparkTM because she believes intuition
sparks changes that are transformative. As a coach, Deb creates an environment where you feel safe to explore your journey, gain clarity
in your purpose and move confidently towards your dreams. www.reallifespark.com
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This article is all about concrete
information for your physical wellbeing.
You are a spiritual being having a physical
experience. Right here and right now.

possible. There are so many pollutants
in our environment that it is up to you
to control their intake into your own
ecosystem, your own body.

Along with tending to your spiritual
wellbeing, it is crucial to also tend to your
physical wellbeing. One activity that you
can absolutely control is what you eat. Yes,
you are what you eat! It really feels good
to be conscious of what you put into your
body. This creates a discipline which can
also help you in other aspects of your life.

We still do not know the complete effect
of all the pesticides and other sprays that
are used but there are certainly indications
that these effects are not healthy ones.
Why risk hurting your health by knowingly
eating food that has these on them? At
the very least, use a wash that cleans off
the pollutants.

If you are thinking about starting to eat
green, just do it! If you are worried that
green foods are not going to be enough
to sustain you, don’t. You can live on
green foods and be healthy, even more
healthy than you have ever been. You just
need to check the details and be aware of
what you are eating. Experience this way
of eating for a few weeks and see how you
feel. Here are some ways to eat well and
green that you might want to try.

Also, genetically modified just sounds
scary! Best to stay away from those foods
too. And of course avoid any animal
product that has growth hormones such as
the usual chicken or cow. The safest route
is to eat pure foods – organic, free range
and hormonal free. It just makes sense and
your body will thank you for it!

From the beginning I want to emphasis
how important it is to eat as organic as

Filling your plate with plenty of hardy
vegetables is healthy for you and will give
you plenty of energy. Leafy greens are
good for your muscles and bones. During
the winter months, it is especially good
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to eat root vegetables, ie: beets, carrots,
onions.
Cook healthy meals at home. If you cook
your own meals, then you have control
of what you are eating and putting into
your body. You can create a family bond
around preparing meals and sharing them
together. Not only that, but when you eat at
home and cook from scratch, you will save
on energy and package waste. That makes
it good for the environment and good for
you too, since you can monitor how much
oil, sugar and salt is being put on your food.
You may wish to try a vegetarian diet. Here
again you have to be very conscious of how
you are eating. What is your new source
of protein instead of meat? Tofu is easily
available and tempeh is good for the colder
months.
You also need to continue to eliminate as
much processed foods as possible from
your diet. They contain toxins which are
difficult for the body to digest. If you don’t
want to drink milk, there are lots of dairy
substitutes made from almonds, rice and

coconut. Experiment and see what you
like and how you feel lessening your dairy
intake. It may reduce inflammation and
colds for you.
Our bodies can become too acidic when
we eat bad foods and are stressed out. It is
important to make a balance by ingesting
probiotics and foods that are more alkaline.
Which brings us back to those green leafy
vegetables!
Plain veggies are great, i.e. zucchini and
peppers. Sea veggies are incredibly good.
Try some sautéed seaweed in your stir fry.
Avocadoes are filling and good for us also,
as are tomatoes.
The idea is to reduce inflammation as much
as possible in the body. Ginger, garlic and
turmeric help in this! Green tea instead
of coffee can ease that caffeine jolt. Try
the herbal teas that are available but make
sure these are organic also whenever
possible. Mint is good for the digestion
while chamomile is very calming, especially
when mixed with lavender.
It smells
wonderful also.

Eat super foods that sustain you. You
don’t need to eat junk foods when you
have a craving. There are some really
tasty foods that have the added bonus
of being good for you, too. Snack on a
piece of dark chocolate instead of a
processed candy bar, or an apple and a slice
of cheese instead of sugar filled pretzels.
Simple popcorn is filling also. Some others
in the super food list include nuts, granola,
fruit, low-fat yogurt, rice cakes, and even
kale chips. It is also fun to experiment with
non gluten foods. We eat so much wheat
that it is often helpful to stop it for a while
and eat other grains, i.e. oats, amaranth,
quinoa.
Eating well and green means reducing the
amount of processed foods you eat. You’ll
feel better and more energized as your
body is better capable of metabolizing
non-processed foods. It will make you more
aware of your body and which energizing
foods it needs to eat to be at its best. This
way you will be a strong physical vessel
for your spirit to express itself through.
Choose your food sources carefully and
enjoy this culinary adventure.

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT, is a best-selling author and expert in mind body spirit work, sharing the techniques for integral health and realization she has pioneered. The “Keep Calm” Mentor creates programs for organizations, i.e. the MET and the UN, appears on TV and all
media. A Reiki Master, her psychic energy work and global wisdoms transform lives. www.wellnessagenda.com
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How many of us struggle with this existential
question, what is the meaning of life?

WHAT GIVES
YOUR LIFE
MEANING?

Unfortunately, far too many of us ponder
this question in the external instead of the
internal. In reality the question we should
be asking ourselves is, what gives our lives
meaning?
We are so conditioned to do the things we
have to do to survive that we often forget
how important it is to honor the things we
need to do to thrive.
This seems to be a growing problem in the
world today. We have conveniences that
make tasks less time consuming, but we
often do not use this extra time to do the
things that bring us joy.
Historically, wealthy people paid servants
to do the tasks that were required to survive
and take care of their families. It was due to
this luxury of time that personal passions
could be pursued such as, writing poetry,
painting, theater or any other blissful
activity one may engage in if afforded the
luxury of free time.
Where have we gone wrong? Why are
there so many conveniences today and so
little free time?

The reality is that very few of us are engaged
in our own personal artistry. Artistry like
artery is what leaves our hearts to sustain
our bodies. The truth is our personal time is
a highly covetable commodity. Advertisers
of all types would very much like to profit
from our free time even if we do not profit
at all from the activity.
Spending our time fruitfully has been
replaced with spending money to kill time;
this in the end does not satisfy our personal
yearnings nor does it quantify the dispersed
earnings.
In a perfect reality, people would be
earning their living doing what they loved
to do and the world would be a much
happier place, however, for most, this is not
a current reality.
We may not all be blessed with earning our
living doing our passion but we can still be
passionate people. It is essential for every
human being to honor his or her bliss. For
example, if your bliss is to sing, you can be
an accountant during the day and sing in
a band on the weekends. Whatever brings
joy to our lives will create such gratitude
that everything will be considered a
blessing because the essential parts of us
will be fulfilled.

Richard Perro is a transformational life coach, author, speaker and a life student of the esoteric sciences. Richard believes to “know
Thyself” is the most important personal objective that each human being can achieve within their life time. www.RichardPerro.com

